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Super Tuesday takes
JMM to GOLD!
It’s not an election. It’s
not a sale. And it’s not a holiday.
So what is Super Tuesday? Instigated this year by the WIAA,
Super Tuesday is a new regulation
to Division I Boy’s Basketball.
It requires an additional round
played by the winners of the
Sectional Finals, who would have
previously earned immediate spots
to the Kohl Center. Taking place
on the Tuesday before the State
tournament, the eight sectional
winners were divided into four
pairs, with the winners of each
game advancing to State. Immediately after Super Tuesday, several
coaches came forward, criticizing
this change to the tournament. For
starters, Super Tuesday is the exact
same thing as what would have
been the State quarterfinals,
except that they don’t take place
in the Kohl Center. This, some
argued, deprived the 4 losers
of Super Tuesday the opportunity to play in a large and wellknown arena that the Kohl Center
provides.
Super Tuesday was introduced this year due to the addition
of a 5th division in WIAA basketball, which led to the decision
to have only 4 teams in the Division I State Tournament instead of
the 8 that there once were. As a
result, there were several unfavorable match-ups this year in Super
Tuesday, most notably the game at

Brendan Ortiz

UW-Oshkosh that pitted #1 Appleton East against #2 Germantown.
Both of these teams definitely
deserved to be in the State tournament, but Germantown was denied
its spot after a controversial loss
to Appleton East. Memorial also
faced a tough obstacle in the form
of Milwaukee Riverside, whom
they ultimately managed to defeat
after overcoming a one point deficit at half-time. Before the game,
though, Head Coach Steve Collins
expressed that he and the other
coaches felt that the timing of the
game was a larger issue than the
actual addition of Super Tuesday
itself, because it
forces athletes
and

fans
to travel
a considerable
distance
on a
school night
to be at the game. This puts teachers in an awkward position when
they must lower the basketball
players’ and fans’ grades due to
incomplete assignments that they
were unable to finish. Collins also
stated that as a result fan attendance would drop, saying, “I have
a feeling that the gym will be half
empty, probably.”
In the days before the Super Tuesday game, rumors floated
around that Super Tuesday was
put in place to prevent Memorial—who has reached the State
championship game seven times in
the past eight years—from making
it to the State tournament. I decided to ask Athletic Director Tim
Ritchie what he thought of these
rumors. His response was somewhat surprising to me, as he said
that he firmly believed that Super
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April Calender
Whoops! Skipped a month. Sorry
about that. The protests threw me
off my groove for a little while
there. With that said, check out all
the sick shows! I give my personal
seal of approval (whatever that is
worth) to each and every one of
these acts, and if there weren’t just
so friggin many, you better believe
that I would be at all of them. What
a great month for music.

MARCH 30

Macklemore and Ryan Lewis featuring Blueprint at the Frequency
9pm
18+
$10 advance, $12 day of
It’s hard to get more street credit
in the hip hop underground than
what Macklemore and Blueprint
are riding into Madison with on the
30th. The former is at the forefront
of a growing Seattle rap scene,
known for passionate live shows
and vivid, emotionally powerful storytelling. More atmosphere
than Gucci Mane, he represents a
return to a rap style that expresses
an artist’s soul as opposed to some
contrived display of machismo.
Sure, I’ll say it. Macklemore is like
a breath of fresh air. He’s not up
there all alone though; producer
Ryan Lewis consistently pumps
out gorgeous, heavily layered beats
that seamlessly meld with his partner’s flow and add depth. The two
really do complement each other
perfectly, not something that happens often in the egotistical world
of music. Not to forget Blueprint
though. Probably best known for
his collaborative work with leg-

endary producer RJD2, he brings
a moody intensity to his lines that
keeps them with you long after
the song is done. Highly, highly
recommended show.
* That One Guy will also be playing at The Annex (8pm, 18+, $12
adv $15 day of) this night, and
while I love me some That One
guy, Macklemore’s is definitely the
recommended show for the night.
If rap isn’t your thing though, and
you want to see a guy making good
music with the most ridiculous
instrument you’ve ever seen, then
go right ahead.

APRIL 8

Bassnectar at the Alliant Energy
Center
Doors open at 9pm
all ages
$26 advance
My favorite time of the year is
finally upon us. There is nothing like a Bassnectar show, I can
guarantee you that. The man just...
really knows how to melt your face
off. I don’t know how to describe
it any better than that. Forget his
recordings, there is no Bassnectar
like live Bassnectar. His music?
Epic, intense, ridiculously bassheavy grooves that bring lesser
beings to their knees with their
filthiness. The ground will shake
with bass lines so heavy the subs
create wind, turning the crowd into
putty in the hands of Bassnectar
mastermind Lorin Ashton.Well,
not quite. But it’s almost at that
level. His jams come paired with
an insanely loud sound system
fitting of having the word Bass in
your name, and a super crazy light

What do you think of Scott Walker’s bill?
“They’re looking for a short
term answer, not thinking about
long term consequences.” –
Maddie Silvern

“Change is well needed; it’s
been a long time coming.” –
Brad Barllett

show to boot. Considering how
the show had to be relocated from
the Orpheum to the Alliant Energy
Center, you better believe that they
plan on going all out with this one.
I cannot recommend a Bassnectar
show enough. I’ve been to every
single one he has put on here in
Wisconsin, and have never left disappointed. Now, with his biggest
Wisconsin show ever right here in
Madison, what’s there not to love?
*Sigh. Yes, there is another overlap. Really though, that should
just give you an idea of how good
the music is here in Madison this
month. This time, the sad second is
Big K.R.I.T at The Majestic (9pm,
all ages, $15). He’s got some pretty
sick flow and I like his rhymes,
but... it’s Bassnectar man, come on.

Spring Break Shows
APRIL 19

The Decemberists at the Overture
Center
Doors open at 7:30pm
all ages
$32.50-$36.50
Oh, Overture Center. Always
gotta give your shows such weird
prices. Anyway, The Decemberists
might seem like an odd fit with all
of the other music I usually write
about, but…I’ll admit: when I was
a wee lad, I was a bit of a hipster.
Indie music was the name of the
game, and The Decemberists were
definitely big for me. I’ve seen
them live twice, in fact. They’re
pretty cool and they love coming to
Madison, so the shows are always
good. Their Overture Center shows
are pretty elaborate too, if you like
your shows a bit big on the theatrical side. Completely understandable if vaguely literary indie-folkmetal isn’t what you enjoy, but to
each their own with this one.

APRIL 21

Rusko at the Orpheum
Doors open at 10pm

18+
$20
YES! That’s right. Rusko. The man
at the very forefront of the booming dubstep scene. He has decided
to fly all the way over from England, for reasons unbeknownst
to me, to bless us with what will
probably amount to be THE filthiest show in Madison history. The
guy is an icon, and while I admit
that his style is one that you either
love or hate, you can pretty much
say that about any dubstep artist. I
am beyond excited to see this guy
live, and over spring break? You
can’t get better timing than that.
You see how this show starts at 10
as well, right? I can guarantee that
this one will be banging into the
wee hours of the morning and until
people finally stumble out of the
Orpheum with their ears ringing,
they will love every minute of it.

APRIL 23

Talib Kweli at the Overture Center
all ages
$25 advance
You gotta show respect for Talib
Kweli. While he’s never had the
breakout fame of comrades Jay-Z,
Kanye West, Mos-Def and Common, that very fact lends him a
certain amount of underground
credibility. He never sold out,
never dumbed down his lyrics,
never peddled some stupid shoe
for a couple bucks. It bothers me
a bit that he is playing at such a
mainstream venue as the Overture
Center, and for only 2 hours, but…
at the end of the day, the guy is a
legend, and we are a pretty small
market for such a big name. Hopefully his live show can back up all
the hype he has built up over his
many fruitful years in hip hop.
--Carlos-Eduardo Gacharná
Contact me if you have any questions regarding the concerts or
Madison music in general at
ceg181@gmail.com

We also asked the teachers why they
continue to do what they love...
“The best part
of teaching is to
watch the kids
grow.” -- Ms.
Cook
“Being around
young people,
they keep you
young. It’s about
helping people
grow. Teaching
the life skills they
need to be a successful adult.” –
Ms. Dwyer

“We live in a democracy that means it’s a government by the people for the people. It only works well when people actively discuss what’s
important to their community.” – Ms.Cook
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Arts & Entertainment
Entertain
nment
n
Red Riding Hood: Anatomy
of a Quality Love Triangle
Despite any prejudices against Catherine Hardwicke, the director of Red Riding Hood and incidentally Twilight, that I might have, I
was pumped to see Red Riding Hood. The trailer was filled with action,
beautiful actors and a budding love triangle—what more could you want?
The love triangle in RRH is between the lovely Valerie (Amanda Seyfried), Peter (Shiloh Fernandez) and Henry (Max Irons) and it seems to
be the perfect triangle until one actually watches the film. Valerie loves
Peter, but she is going to be married to Henry against her will, and all of
these relationships are happening while the town is being terrorized by a
werewolf (a real werewolf, not a shape shifter).
There are a few components that make up a quality love triangle.
The first is that the audience must find both suitors attractive in personality and looks. Especially for a love triangle with two boys and one girl,
the viewers must easily find traits within both male characters that they
like. Without the audience simultaneously rooting for both guys, the love
triangle will never reach its full potential. That is where the first problem
comes up in RRH. The audience is rooting for Henry for the majority of
the film. Henry is kind, sweet, ridiculously attractive and he can provide
a stable future for Valerie. Peter on the other hand would be the typical
‘bad boy’. While that might appeal to some, the fact that he is one of the
most likely suspects detracts from his appeal.
The second important component of a love triangle is that the
character who is in the middle must be attracted to both suitors. In RRH
Valerie confesses her love for Peter, but she never, even for a moment,
seems attracted to Henry. The only moment is when he is going off to
battle and Valerie gives him an awkward kiss on the neck because she
can’t reach his cheek.
That being said, the mystery part of RRH was fantastic. For the
first half of the film the identity of the wolf is impossible to determine,
but as the plot unfolds it becomes clear who the wolf really is until the
end when the true identity is revealed and it is completely the opposite of
what is expected. I believe the appropriate phrase for the ending would

be a ‘facemelter’.
Red Riding Hood has the same eerie tone that characterizes all of
Harwicke’s films. Also, in the style of her films, there are at least three
times when the audience is wondering what she was thinking when she
made those decisions. While it isn’t an ideal love story, it is an intriguing
mystery. Wait to see it until it comes to the cheap theaters. Overall B--Tia Das

Black Ops: First Strike

On February 1st , 2011, the
First Strike Map Pack was released
on Xbox 360 for the popular game
Call of Duty: Black Ops. First
Strike includes four new multiplayer maps, Berlin Wall, Discovery, Kowloon, and Stadium. It also
includes a much anticipated new
Zombie level, Ascension. Several
of the new multiplayer maps are
much more interactive than the
base maps. On Berlin Wall, there
is a massive strip of no-man’s
land passing through the center of
the map. Entering the no-man’s
land results in death by auto turret
unless you can find a way around
them. On Discovery, there are destructible bridges that connect the
two halves of the map. Kowloon
features a zipline, a utility that is
helpful to get around quickly, but
leaves you vulnerable while using
it.
All the new maps can easily be
integrated into one’s play style,
though players should be aware of
the new interactive features in each
map. Here’s a quick summary of
each map:
•
Berlin Wall: This is the

largest map in the map pack, and
takes place in Berlin. The map is
split in two halves with giant walls
and the no-man’s land running
down the middle. The no-man’s
land is marked in red on the map.
The only way to get through it is
to use smoke grenades to block the
turrets, or go through the narrow
safe paths. Claymores can be effective if placed at the entrances of the
paths. Buildings along the walls
can spot enemies along the safe
paths.
•
Discovery: This snowy
map takes place in the Arctic and
features ice bridges that can be
destroyed by explosives, forcing players to pass over the main
bridges to get across the map.
There are several buildings and
snow drifts that can be used for
cover.
•
Kowloon: This map features rooftop battles in Hong Kong.
It takes place in the rain at night.
It features close quarter battles in
small buildings around the map.
The most notable new feature is the
zipline. There are two ziplines in
the center of the map. A player can

use it to slide quickly to the sides
of the map. However, they are extremely vulnerable while using it.
If done successfully, you may have
a chance to flank the enemy.
•
Stadium: This is the smallest map. It takes place in a hockey
arena. Most of the battle takes
place outdoors in the courtyard.
There are some buildings that offer
a firing position from balconies.
The hockey arena itself is quite
small, and you can’t actually go on
the ice, just the stands and surround buildings.
•
Ascension: This is the new
Zombie map. It can be played solo,
or with four players. The map takes
place in a Soviet rocket launch
site. It is the largest Zombie map
so far. The objective is the same:
kill zombies and survive as many
rounds as possible. Weapons are
obtainable by buying them off the
wall, or out of the mystery box. A
notable change on this map is that
the game starts in black and white.
Once power is turned on, color
is restored. The map features the
Lunar Lander, a transport vehicle
that flies around the map, granting

players quick transportation and a
moment of safety. This level also
features new weapons, such as the
Gersch Device, which creates a
black hole that kills zombies and
teleports players, new Perk-AColas, such as Stamin-Up, which
increases speed and sprint time, the
return of the Pack-A-Punch machine, and a new enemy, the Space
Monkey. These small creatures will
attack and destroy Perk-A-Cola
machines. Once a machine is destroyed, players will lose that perk
and will have to buy it again at the
next round.
--Michael Turng
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Making History
On March 9th, 2011, after
a mass teacher sickout, the flight
of all the Senate Democrats, and
long weeks of protests, Republican senators suddenly ended the
standoff, pushing through the most
controversial portion of Governor
Scott Walker’s budget repair bill in
mere minutes as the Democrats remained out of state. However, the
fight has not reached its end — for
the last few
weeks, action
has not ceased
at all. Legal
appeals and
restraining
orders were
made, and
the future of
Wisconsin’s
unions is still
in doubt.
A quick recap:
Previously, the quorum
required to pass fiscal measures
allowed the Democrats to essentially filibuster Governor Walker’s
budget repair bill. Twenty senators
were needed to vote on the measure, and there were only nineteen
Republicans. So, to circumvent this
obstacle, the Republicans decided
to remove all measures in the
bill that technically related to the
budget, lifting the quorum. Then,
without any discussion or debate
(or any Democrats), these senators
swiftly forced through the bill in an
18 – 1 decision. The whole process
took less than half an hour.
Meanwhile, the Democrats
watched in horror, and condemned
the act as a violation of their rights.
However, they were powerless to
stop the bill, which soon sailed
through the Assembly as well.

“Tonight, 18 Senate Republicans
conspired to take government away
from the people,” said Mark Miller,
the leader of the exiled senators.
“Tomorrow we will join the people
of Wisconsin in taking back their
government.” And indeed, movement in support of recalling Governor Walker skyrocketed. Organized
groups immediately started spreading this information and gathering
momentum for
the recall
process,
which will
require
signatures
representing
twenty-five
percent of
the original
votes cast to be collected over a
sixty process.
Additionally, legal movement against the bill took off.
Almost immediately, a temporary
restraining order on the law was
filed, and passed by a Dane County
judge, preventing the prescribed
measures from being enacted until
later. Afterward, the procedure in
the passing of the bill was carefully
scrutinized as the case was taken
to the Wisconsin appeals court;
however, a decision could not be
made. As of March 24th, 2011, the
appeals court turned over the case
to the state Supreme Court, and is
still waiting for approval.

The No-Fly Zone
In recent days, we have all
heard about Scott Walker’s bill and
the Japanese Earthquake. But right
now, many Americans are forgetting about perhaps one of the most
important events for our country:
the no-fly zone imposed on Libya.
This no-fly zone prevents ANY
kinds of Libyan aircraft from flying
over the Northern stretches of the
country. Allied forces, including
France, Britain and the US have
imposed such a zone in order to
force Gadhafi to stop using fighters
and tanks to bomb and kill his own
people. A normal requirement of
imposing a no-fly zone, however,
is the cost of enforcement. France
and Britain, recently, are using
this no-fly zone to their military
advantage, directly shooting down
Libyan aircraft but also going beyond restraints by bombing Libyan
heavy armor and anti-aircraft turrets.
Why? France and Britain both
believe that the Libyan Rebel
forces, who fight against Gadhafi,
deserve the country. But at the
same time, Gadhafi has a professional army while the rebels have a
under-trained, albeit highly mo-

tivated, ragtag militia. In order to
swing the tide of the battle, Allied
forces aided Libyan rebels to fight
against Gadhafi.
Gadhafi, in response to this nofly zone, called the allied efforts
another “crusade” against “Islam”
and promised “a long war.” Despite all of this aid to the Libyans,
many Libyans and Americans hold
a skeptical attitude, considering
that this war may be another “Iraq”
or “Afghanistan.” Many Libyans
want the United States to only give
air support, not directly intervene
and deploy. Such deployment
would cost lives and generate a
prolonged guerrilla movement, but
most of all, it would help break our
budget.
--Abhilash Sandireddy

--Kevin Chen

Last month’s special edition shared this amazing image without giving
tribute to Connor Bruesewitz, who took it. Our apologies and sincere
gratitude to Connor who has become an amazing newspaper photographer for the Sword & Shield.

Obesity is a national problem. At Memorial we want to help lower
the obesity rate. Spartan Fit is collaboration with TeamBeachbody and
the Memorial Physical Education staff to help promote a healthy lifestyle
through diet and exercise in the Memorial community.
A dream of a Cardio workout room and remodeled weight room
with fitness equipment has always been a goal at Memorial. So the Physical/Health Education staff at Memorial has teamed up to help promote
fitness with Teambeachbody and raise funds for the department.
How can you help? Become a member of TeamBeachbody. You can order
products that improve your overall health and fitness which will be beneficial to you as well as Memorial.
Here's how to join: Go to www.teambeachbody.com/memorialhigh and click "JOIN TeamBeachbody" and fill out your info! Now you
can log in whenever you need a healthy tip or recipe! They have great
ideas for losing weight, gaining muscle, and just improving how you feel.
Check it out!
Questions? Contact Debbie Polster at dpolster@madison.k12.
wi.us or call 663-6184 or Katy Meuer kjmeuer@gmail.com or any other
Phy. Ed. Teacher.
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Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) – Be sure to check on incoming deadlines and paperwork today. Those due dates that
seemed so far away may only be days away!

Horoscopes
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) – Make sure to focus on your
relationships this week. Although it maytake some effort to
resolve some underlying conflicts, it’s better to clear things
up now rather than later.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) – Your communication style is a
little mixed today and it may be too easy for people to misread
you. If you’re looking to have a serious, complicated conversation, wait until tomorrow.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) – You’re a little possessive and
easily angered today but instead of avoiding others, get
together with your friends and see if they can help you sort
through your mixed up emotions.
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) – Try something a little different
today. Instead of your everyday routine, change it up, try a
new type of music or find an unusual hobby. You never know
what might interest you.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) – Your mind is full of big ideas today
so leave the meticulous details for someone else. Focus on
your plans today and worry about the little things a later day.

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) – You’re mind is full of wisdom
and great advice today so make sure your voice is heard!
Check in with your friends and family and see what you can
do for them.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) – The people around you are
moody and easily irritable today, but don’t let that get you
down. Ease that frustration by taking a long walk or spending some time alone.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) – Conversations are going to come easily to you today. Your laid back nature and
entertaining comments are sure to charm anyone listening
so make sure to include some new people in your everyday
loop.
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) – Don’t let anything sit idly for
too long. You need to take care of any unfinished business
today. Whether it’s finishing that English essay or patching
things up with a friend, why wait until tomorrow if you can
do it today?
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) – You’re usually in the background when it comes to being in groups or doing a group
project, but today, make sure to step up and take charge.
Although you may be unaccustomed to this role, this time
around your group members need your leadership.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) –You know you’ve been creeping
on other people’s Facebook profiles, but have you stopped
and taken a look at your own? Take some time this week to
look carefully through your own information and delete
anything you don’t want other people to see. After all, you
never know who might be looking at your profile.
--Pam Gu

One-to-One Instruction
Algebra
Geometry
Advanced Algebra
Writing
Reading
Online Math and Science Help
Call today for information on how we can help improve your grades
The Tutoring Center, Fitchburg
6309 McKee Road, Suite 800
Fitchburg, WI 53719
608 395-3276
www.tutoringcenter.com
www.tutoringcenteronline.com
Online VIP Center Code TTC146
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Do you ever wonder where students are getting
those black and neon-green sunglasses with the
JMM logo and “JMM
SPARTANS” on the side?
Well, FBLA (the Future Business
Leaders of America) would be
delighted to sell you a pair. Selling at $3 a pair, or $10 for 4, all
proceeds go straight to funding for
leadership and state conferences.
They are being sold
during both lunches,
after school in the Awing foyer, or in the
school store.
Show your Spartan
pride and buy a pair
now!

E-mail your
photos to
the Sword
& Shield for
the Senior
Send-Off issue in June!
Pictures of
you now,
then, with
your friends,
playing
sports, etc.
jmmswordn.
shield@gmail.
com

The Sword
& Shield is
going online
next year.
Wondering
what it might
look like?
Check out
jmmswordn.
typepad.com

Life with Autism

April is Autism Awareness month. Autism is a disorder that
causes sensory problems. No one knows what causes it. Autism affects
the lives of those who have it and the people around them.
I was diagnosed with autism at age four. It was around that time
that I started acting different; I stopped talking and shunned everybody.
Soon after I was diagnosed, my parents started getting me therapy.
I didn’t know that I had autism until 7th grade. When I found out,
I started trying to learn more about autism. I remember learning that my
social problems and aversion to large crowds were normal.
My parents waited to tell me about my autism because they didn’t
want me to let my autism define me. I did let it define me – in a good
way. I’ve used it as a reason to try harder.
My autism has made me very thankful. I was given a family that’s
helped me through the rough spots, and I was given friends. I was raised
in a city with great resources. I understand that not every child, autistic or
not, is given the same opportunities as I am, so I’m thankful.
--Emme Huffman
*This month, the Sword & Shield would like to increase awareness for
Autism. If you have any relevant stories, please e-mail it in to jmmswordn.shield@gmail.com for our online blog.

Athlete of the Month:
Brian Nkemnji

Fresh off of a state
championship win, Senior Brian
Nkemnji reflects on the season and
shares what the journey has been
like. 2011 was the eighth trip the
JMM Boy’s Basketball team has
made it to the state tournament
and this year they came home
with their third gold ball. This was
Brian’s second year on varsity and
he was more motivated than ever.
Just prior to the start of the season
Brian ruptured his achilles tendon.
This devastating injury didn’t faze
him though. Brian’s recovery was
faster than expected and he was
back in the game by January.
The Basics-Grade: Senior; GPA:
2.9; Sport(s):Basketball.
Sword & Shield: Sports highlights
over your high school career?
Brian Nkemnji: Going to state
for high school basketball and
winning a state AAU basketball
championship.
S&S: Sport you have always
wanted to try?
BN: Football.
S&S: Words that describe you?
BN: Kind, funny, athletic.
S&S: How did you first get
interested in basketball?
BN: I had always loved basketball
and eventually I started playing
organized basketball in 7th grade.
S&S: After all the long practices,
endless hours of homework and
stress why have you stuck with it?
BN: It’s a sport that I love and will
always love.
S&S: Has there ever been a time
when you felt like quitting?

BN: There have been times when
my patience has been tested
especially this year after coming
back from an injury but I’m not a
quitting type of person.
S&S: Best sports moment of high
school?
BN: Going to state and getting the
opportunity to experience a very
special event that few people get
the chance to go through.
S&S: Plans/goals for the future?
BN: Attend college, get a degree,
and play college basketball.

The Sword and Shield is currently
looking for editors for the 2011-12
school year. Please send an e-mail
to Teri Parris Ford (tparrisford@
gmail.com) sharing your interest,
what editor position you would
like to be considered for (see list
below) and your qualifications.
Interested students should note
if they have signed up in Community Art and/or if they are able
to attend Newspaper camp; July
24-27, 2011 at UW-Whitewater.
Positions will be posted by May 1,
2011 and a meeting will be called
shortly thereafter. New editors will
be expected to help with the June
issue (for training) and work over
the summer to have the first issue
ready for September 2011.
If you have any questions, please
see Teri Parris Ford in the art
department, metals studio.
•Editor-in-Chief; oversees all the
Sword&Shield activities

•Managing Print Editor- Manages the Sword&Shield monthly
print edition
•Managing Web Editor- Manages the Sword&Shield daily blog
edition
•Managing Sports Editor- Manages all sports (both web and print)
•Copy Editor – Looks over print
and web for errors
•Student News Editor – Should
have a good grasp on what is happening at Memorial High School,
seeks out articles that the student
body would have interest in
•Opinion Editor – Seeks out (and
writes) opinion articles for the
newspaper
•Arts & Entertainment Editor –
In charge of Artist-of-the-Month,
Horoscopes, games, etc
•Business Editor-- Manages advertising for the newspaper
•Photography Editor-- Manages
all photography for the newspaper
and online blog

Spartans Lend a Hand: Clothing Drive

S&S: Who is your biggest role
model (sports, school, life, etc)?
BN: My brother Derek Nkemnji.
S&S: What do you like about
Memorial?
BN: There’s a large diversity of
people and its fun and interesting
to be a part of it.
S&S: What do you want to study in
college?
BN: I’m not exactly sure yet
but I’ve given some thought to
pharmacy.
S&S: Breakfast of Champions?
BN: You can’t go wrong with
pancakes, eggs, or cereal.
S&S: Dream Car?
BN: That’s a tough one… but I
have to say a Benz.
S&S: What are you listening to
right now?
BN: Rick Ross, Ace Hood, Wiz
Khalifa, Fabulous, Lil Wayne,
Drake, T.I, Young Jeezy. Mostly a
lot of Hip-Hop and R&B.

The Orphan Train Committee of Spartan Youth Service is doing
a clothing drive. The clothes will go to an orphanage in Costa Rica for
mentally and physically abused girls, as well as to the clothing closet
for students in need at Memorial. Boys’ and girls’ gently used clothes
are needed.
There is a backyard competition as well. The top two backyards
that turn in the most articles of clothing win a pancake breakfast for
their whole backyard! If you wish, you can also bring the clothes to the
main office. All you have to do is bring them in a bag and put them in
the corner on the left hand side of the office. The drive is running currently and ends on April 15.
Turn in clothes to your backyard now to win a pancake breakfast and help children in need.
--Natalie Morel

- Tia Das

Congratulations to JMM Boys Swim Team!

The Sword & Shield wishes it had a big spread (just like boys basketball)
but we could not find any student who took pictures of the state meet nor
could we find anyone willing to write about the very exciting season and
last meet. If you are interested in sports at JMM, please consider contributing to the Sword & Shield.
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BehindPhotos
theby Lindsay
Curtain
Quella

Ben Mau, Sierra Garcia

& Joe Rowley

Atzie Sobotik, Ben Mau, Eric Larson - Three Ladies
Julia Kroll - Sound

Tyler Hohlstein, Lydia Sewell

Ben Mau and Eric Larson Three Ladiesdies

Ben Mau - Emcee

Meg Hamele - Ensemble dancing number

Ben Mau - Emcee
Grace Schneck, Ruben Bolivar
Sierra Clear, Tyler Hohlstein, Tia Gilmore

Lindsay Quella - Lights

Maggie Shelly - Sound

Greg Johnson’s Backstage Station
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Intel International Science & Engineering Finalists
Congratulations Suman Gunasekaran and Maya Dorje who are finalists in
the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF). ISEF is the
largest pre-college science fair competition in the world. 1500 students
from 60 different countries
are selected to compete for
over $4 million in awards
and scholarships. This year,
ISEF will be in Los Angeles, CA from May 7-13th.
Suman placed first and Maya
was runner-up in the CapiNancy Gu, Maya Dorje, Suman Gunasekaran,
Priya Kalluri
tol Science and Engineering
Fair (CSEF), qualifying them
both as finalists for Intel ISEF. Memorial was represented well at CSEF
with students such as Jimmy He, Nancy Gu, and Priya Kalluri winning
numerous awards. The following is a list of the results of JMM students
at CSEF: Suman Gunasekaran-1st overall, 2nd in Medicine, Environment, and Engineering Category. Maya Dorje-2nd overall, 1st in Biology
and Chemistry Category, United States Air Force Certificate of Achievement. Jimmy He-4th place overall, 1st in Medicine, Environment, and
Engineering Category, National Society of Professional Engineers Award.
Nancy Gu: 3rd in Medicine, Environment, and Engineering Category;
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Award, Regional
Water Prize Award, United States Army Certificate of Achievement.
Priya Kalluri: Most Outstanding Exhibit in Materials Science, Society of
Women Engineers Award.

S&S thanks Chris Herr for his
State Champs video.

Check it out:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9ad4tLhm3fM
or type in “Madison Memorial State Champs
2011” on YouTube
The event will be held outdoors
in the school “senior” parking
lot area. Cost of recycling at this
event: FREE
DOD wiping will be available at
this event: NO HD will actually
be wiped on site; all drives and
system will be taken to Lansing

and wiped in house.
$10 per hard drive.
Items being collected at the
event: Computers and all computer related items and all Televisions, PC's, notebooks, all in ones,
desktops, towers, servers, hubs,

printers, monitors, computer parts,
floppies, hard drives, memory,
circuit boards, scanners, UPS’s &
cell phones. Will also accept other
TV related items such as VCR’s,
DVD's, satellite receivers & antennas. NO other items will be accepted under any circumstances.
(consumer electronics, household

appliances, furniture, fluorescent
bulbs, office equipment, phone
equipment, thermostats, exit signs,
liquids, etc.) JMM student government volunteers are needed!
Contact Information:
Teri Parris Ford (608) 663- 6109
tparrisford@madison.k12.wi.us

